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SUMMARY 
At the present time there is much uncertainty as to what con-
stitutes a safe personnel exposure level for microwave radiation. The 
2 
most frequently used level of 10 mW/cm for continuous exposure in the 
3 
United States is a factor of 10 higher than the level established in 
the U.S.S.R. One of the major reasons for such a large discrepancy 
appears to result from (1) an inability to evaluate studies performed 
in the U.S.S.R., (2) a lack of knowledge on biological effects from 
low^level exposures to biological Systems, and (3) inaccuracies in the 
measurement techniques used in research on effects from microwaves. 
It was the purpose of this research to design and fabricate a 
relatively inexpensive and compact microwave exposure System that could 
be accurately calibrated and used for studying effects to small bio-
logical specimens at a frequency of 2450 MHz. Following this, platelet-
rich human blood plasraa was irradiated with microwaves to observe non-
thermal effects to platelets and coagulation time as a function of 
incident power density and absorbed power. 
An exposure System was built at a cost of less than $10,000 and 
2 
requiring less than 11.0 m of laboratory space. The System provides a 
beam area with a diameter of about one wavelength (12.24 cm) with 3 dB 
uniformity. It also provides continuous Output at any selected power 
density up to 1.0 W/cm . 
Investigation of the non-thermal effects to human blood plasma 
showed that no significant changes occur to ±n vitro platelets, 
X 
coagulation time or clot strength for power densities up to 280 mW/cm . 
This is true for continuous exposure of 0.5 hours to 24 hours. 
An unusual Observation was noted from microwave heating of the 
blood above the normal body temperature of 37 C. As the temperature 
increases from 37 C to 42 C with external application of heat, there is 
a definite increase in the coagulation time of the blood and a similar 
but opposite decrease in the clot strength. However, using microwave 
heating to produce the same temperature results in very little change 
in both the coagulation time and clot strength. No satisfactory 
hypothesis has been given to explain this Observation and it is suggested 
that such results be investigated by another independent study. 
As a result of this research, it has become apparent that there 
is a need to continue to investigate other aspects of low-level bio-
logical effects, and that there is a need for workers to develop an 
awareness of the potential hazards associated with microwave equipment. 
Also, there is an urgent need to develop standardized and more effective 




As early as 1890, D'Arsonval demonstrated that electromagnetic 
radiation could produce a significant heating effect on humans. Since 
that time members of the medical profession and others have been investi-
gating the results of, and developing new applications for, this thermal 
characteristic of electromagnetic waves on matter. One of the early 
applications used these waves for medical therapy. 
As scientific knowledge in this area increased, higher frequencies 
were being studied so that by 1935, frequencies of up to 10 MHz were being 
utilized. However, it was not until World War II and the development of 
a technique called radio detection and ranging (RADAR), which used higher 
frequencies and much higher power levels, that the problems of biological 
damage received a significant amount of attention. At this time, man 
demonstrated the effectiveness of a new portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum which is now referred to as the microwave region. While the 
exact limits are not specifically defined, it is generally accepted to 
fall into that portion of the spectrum from 300 MHz to 300,000 MHz. 
Following World War II, radar Systems that were capable of emitting 
average power levels in exeess of one kilowatt were developed. It was 
noted that the high power densities produced were capable of heating the 
skin of individuals several hundred feet from the radiating antenna. It 
was further noted that there appeared to be a unique relationship between 
2 
certain frequencies and the depth of penetration which resulted in 
selective heating in matter. 
As a result of these discoveries, many new applications for micro-
wave radiation have been developed. These include drying, thawing, 
cooking, sterilization, Communications, radio-navigation, and tracking. 
Other applications which are being investigated include: space propul-
sion, controlled nuclear fusion, microwave ionized gases, microwave motors 
and microwave controlled helicopters. To show the tremendous growth 
which has been occurring and which can be anticipated, total sales in 
1968 of all types of microwave ovens were projected at about 40,000 
units per year and if the price of consumer units were to drop to $250, 
2 
sales might exceed 500,000 per year. 
The potential for biological damage from devices emitting micro-
wave radiation and the possible health hazards was recognized shortly 
after the development of the military applications of radar. Some of 
the first studies were conducted by Daily on U.S. Navy personnel employed 
3 
in the testing and Operation of relatively low powered radar. Although 
this first study produced no evidence of radar-induced pathology in 
humans, animal studies during the fifteen years following World War II 
showed that cataracts, corneal opacities, testicular degeneration and 
4-6 
hemorrhaging could be produced from exposure to microwaves. During 
this same period, cataracts were first observed in a technician operating 
a microwave generator. 
The medical profession, as well as military and industrial 
organizations, soon developed an awareness of the potential biological 
hazards from microwaves. It was recognized that the principal effect 
3 
resulted from the heating of tissue. In 1956, a Tri-Service Committee 
was formed in the United States of representatives from the Army, Navy, 
and Air Force to investigate the biological hazards and to establish safe 
levels of exposure for military personnel. As a result of several Tri-
Service Conferences which evaluated research conducted with experimental 
animals and information on human exposures, the Committee proposed an 
2 
average power density limit of 10 nW/cm as the maximum acceptable con-
8-11 
tinuous exposure limit. 
This limit was based on two main conclusions: first, it had been 
theoretically and experimentally determined that continuous whole body 
exposure of a human to this power density would result in a maximum 
equilibrium body temperature rise of 1 C--a level considered tolerable 
12 13 
on a long term basis without risk to irreversible damage; ' second, 
several investigations have shown that animals exposed to power densities 
2 
of approximately 100 mW/cm exhibited irreversible tissue damage. There-
2 fore, by applying a safety factor of 10, the level of 10 mW/cm was 
14 15 
proposed. Moore and Schwan have reviewed many of the animal and 
human investigations which have, in most cases, evaluated the thermal 
effects of raicrowave radiation. 
While U.S. investigators have, in the past, concentrated a majority 
of their efforts in looking at thermal effects, studies in the U.S.S.R0 
have been concerned with functional changes in the cardiovascular and 
central nervous Systems at low power density levels. As a result 
of these investigations, and conclusions regarding low level effects 
20 
presented in a text by Letavet and Gordon, the Russians have estab-
2 
lished a microwave radiation Standard of 0.01 mW/cm for continuous 
4 
exposure, 0.1 mW/cm for exposures of two hours and 1.0 mW/cm for no 
raore than a 20-minute exposure for each work day. It is significant to 
3 
note that the lirait established by the U.S.S.R. is 10 lower than the 
criteria accepted by most U.S. organizations. 
It is apparent that many uncertainties still exist regarding the 
biological effects of microwave radiation, and that much needs to be done 
toward the development of better Instrumentation and dosimetry techniques. 
21 
Cleary and others have recommended that additional work needs to be 
done in molecular research, cellular research, and aniraal experimentation, 
as well as epidemiological investigations to answer the question of 
whether the clinical effects reported in the Russian literature can be 
detected in a study of microwave workers. 
Purpose of Research 
It was the purpose of this research to: 
(1) Design and fabricate the necessary microwave irradiation 
system required to perform precision measurements and analysis of small 
biological specimens, and 
(2) Study the non-thermal effects to human blood plasma as 
a function of microwave power levels. The blood parameters studied 
include platelet count and actual coagulation time as a function of 
microwave power density, and the dielectric properties of blood plasma. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
ACTION ON BIOLOGICAL TISSUES 
As previously mentioned, the microwave portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum is considered to include those frequencies from 300 to 
300,000 MHz. This corresponds to wavelengths of 1 meter to 1 millimeter 
-6 -3 
and photon energies of 10 to 10 electron Volts. It is apparent, 
therefore, that the photon energies available are too low to produce 
ionization such as can be expected from the more familiär ionizing 
radiation. Excitation is the primary method of energy transfer to 
biological Systems and the transitions between energy levels in the 
molecular State that can be affected by microwave radiation are the 
small transitions associated with thermal effects and magnetic 
orientation. 
On striking an object, microwaves may be transmitted through the 
material, scattered from it, absorbed within it or any combination of 
these depending on the nature of the material. In the case of bio-
logical tissue, determination of the absorbed energy is complicated by 
many additional factprs including inhomogeneity of the target, varying 
dielectric properties, body mass in relation to the exposed area, and 
the frequency of the microwave radiation. 
The exact nature of the biological effects from microwaves is still 
being investigated. However, most of the past research has been directed 
to studying the apparent effects due to general or local heating. Since 
temperature is related directly to the rate and extent of molecular 
6 
vibrations, a large part of the temperature rise is due to the increased 
22 
Vibration of polar molecules. ' A polar molecule is neutral even though 
there is an asymmetrical distribution of Charge within the molecule, as 
23 
in the case of water. 
In order to increase our understanding of the interaction of elec-
tromagnetic radiation with human tissue, it is necessary to know the 
electrical properties of the body. From an electrical point of view, 
24 
Schwan broadly classified tissue into the following two groups: 
tissues of a dielectric constant from 50 to 70 and a specific resistance 
of about 100 ohm-cm in the frequency ränge from 100 to 1000 MHz 
(including rauscle and body organ tissues such as liver, kidney, and 
heart--all having a high water content); and, tissues of a lower water 
content having a much lower dielectric constant and higher specific 
resistances (including fatty tissue, bone, and yellow bone marrow). The 
dielectric constant and specific resistance for tissue decrease slowly 
as the frequency increases from 100 to 1000 MHz and decrease more rapidly 
above that value. 
In determining the frequencies to be used to study biological 
effects, it is necessary to realize that the greatest effect to the body 
occurs at frequencies between about 150 MHz and 3000 MHz. Below 150 MHz, 
the body is relatively transparent to the radiation and above 3000 MHz, 
there is more limited penetration below the skin. 
Thermal Effects 
While it was not the purpose of this research to investigate 
general thermal effects, it is advisable to briefly comment on some of 
7 
the significant work which has been perforraed, since the radiation 
protection limits being used in the United States are generally based 
upon these studies. In addition, several investigators have suggested 
that Separation between strictly thermal and strictly non-thermal effects 
should not be made. 
An excessive increase in body temperature from microwave irradia-
tion produces biological damage which is indistinguishable from fever of 
other origin. The rate at which heat is dissipated varies considerably, 
and interraittent exposure is better tolerated by the body than constant 
exposure at similar power levels. 
Some of the first comprehensive studies on the heating effects were 
performed in 1957 by Ely and Goldman. ' Using a power density of 
2 
0.1 W/cm , they found lethal fevers in rats, rabbits, and dogs. Also, 
a comparison of the heating effects to the whole body, eye, and testes 
indicated that the testes were the most sensitive. There is evidence 
that moderate damage is probably reversible with a possibility of 
temporary sterility. 
27 
Michaelson et al. indicated that rats exposed to 24,500 MHz at 
2 
250 mW/cm shöwed a significant increase in survival time when the 
O o 
environmental temperature was reduced from 35 C to 15 C. 
28 
Recent animal studies on thermal effects by Michaelson and others 
indicate that when death occurs during or at certain periods following 
exposure, it is impossible to establish a simple relationship between 
lethality, intensity, duration of exposure and frequency. It depends on 
a comination of all conditions of irradiation as well as the State of 
the animal. 
8 
Conclusions reached by Susskind from studies of mice, rats, and 
2 
guinea pigs are: 0.10 W/cm is probably too high to be considered the 
threshold power density; this value should be lowered to 0.05 to 
2 
0.06 W/cm ; and, it is the body temperature which determines when death 
will occur, rather than the dose of microwave energy per second. 
It is apparent from these and other studies that the thermal 
effects from microwave radiation are extremely complex. In addition, 
29 
calculations made in a study by Hoeft indicate that results of experi-
ments performed with rats and mice cannot be used to predict effects on 
humans unless the differences in size, weight, and exposure times are 
taken into account. 
Based upon the research of thermal effects presented in this 
section of the report, one should question if it is satisfactory to 
2 
accept 10 mW/cm as an acceptable power density for continuous human 
exposure to microwave radiation. 
Ocular Effects 
The only hazard associated with exposure to microwave radiation 
environments to occur in man, that has~ been documented in the United 
30 31 
States, is that of microwave-induced cataracts. In 1952, Hirsch 
reported cataract formation in a laboratory technician whose eyes were 
2 
exposed in routine daily work to a power density of 0.1 W/cm for approx-
imately one year. Zaret reported in 1967 that 31 documented microwave 
eye injuries had beert reported, and he presented the following evaluation 
32 
on five of the cases. 
Analysis of these cases revealed that the initial site of 
pathology was not in the lens substance itself, but, instead, 
in the capsule surrounding the lens at its posterior sur-
face. Ordinärily there occurred a latent period of months 
to years before the initial pathology appeared. Normally, 
the lens capsule is transparent, approximately one micron 
thick and smooth. Careful slit-lamp examination discloses 
that the inicrowave injured capsule becomes opaque, thickened 
and rough. Gradually, this process spreads until the entire 
posterior capsule and part of the anterior capsule is 
involved. At this point, which again may take months to 
years before it appears, the individual may not yet be aware 
that there is anything abnormal about his eyes because the 
filtering effect of opacification of the thin lens capsule 
is minimal and the lens substance, itself, is completely 
transparent and refracts light normally. Although the 
process usually takes years to reach this stage of develop-
ment, the next phase, extensive opacification of the lens 
substance, occurs rapidly and results in the formation of 
a clinical cataract associated with a loss of Visual acuity. 
Microwave-induced cataracts have been produced in a variety of 
4 5 30 33-37 
animals, ' •' ' and also implied in cataract formation in men 
following accidental exposure. 
39 40 In 1958 and 1962, Carpenter ' presented evidence that pulsed 
radar with a high peak power is more effective in cataract production in 
a rabbit's eye than continuous Output of the same power. Conflicting 
30 Information by Zaret in 1967 states that lens changes of rabbits induced 
by acute exposure to 5400 MHz were found to be directly related to average 
power irrespeetive of the wave form, whether continuous or pulsed, and 
in the latter instance, irrespeetive of peak power or pulsed duration. 
42 
Further research reported by Carpenter and VanUmmersen in 1969 
indicated that whencomparing pulsed vs. continuous wave radiation, the 
results are inconclusive. Evidence suggests that microwave cataracts are 
not simply a result of heating but are caused by some other property of 
the radiation. They report that repeated short exposures can have a 
cumulative effect, the main determining factor being the time interval 
10 
between successive exposures. An interesting Observation they reported 
which can lead to much speculation is that, when irradiating rabbit eyes 
in a free field at frequencies between 2.45 GHz and 10 GHz, the cataract 
develops in the posterior part of the lens and resembles a cataract caused 
by ionizing radiation. However, when the eye is irradiated at the same 
frequencies as part of a "closed" waveguide system, the cataract develops 
in the anterior part of the lens and resembles those produced by infrared 
radiation. 
It is worth pointing out here that the analysis of any biological 
sample in a closed system is extremely complex. Due to the aqueous 
nature of most samples and the resulting high dielectric constant, it is 
difficult to determine the exact amount of microwave power which is 
absorbed by any given incremental sample within the waveguide system. 
Non-Thermal Effects 
Some of the first studies on the possible non-thermal effects to 
humans from radiations in the microwave region were performed in the 
43 United States in 1945. Lidman and Cohn examined the blood of 124 
individuals who had been exposed to microwaves for periods of 2 to 36 
months. It was concluded that there was no evidence of Stimulation or 
depression of the erythropoietic or leucocytic Systems of these 
individuals. This is in contrast to more recent studies that are 
reported later in this ehapter. 
Following this early investigation, there is an amazing lack of 
Information available concerning effects from chronic or acute low 
power density exposures. During the same period, however, researchers 
11 
in the U.S.S.R. were becoming increasingly aware of subtle effects to 
the central nervous System and other specific cells and organs of humans 
44 45 
and laboratory aniraals. In 1957, Livshits ' pub^ished extensive 
reviews of studies on the nervous System from exposure to ultra-high 
frequencies (UHF). As a result of these investigations which began as 
early as 1934, he concludes that there is a significant effect on the 
nervous System along with a large rate of action upon the walls of blood 
vessels, heart muscles, etc. Also, he reports that under the influence 
of UHF, a significant functional dislocation takes place in all the links 
of the central and peripheral nervous Systems. In many of the reported 
studies, it is not possible to determine the frequencies or power densi-
ties utilized. Using the Atlantic City Convention of 1947, the UHF 
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is considered as frequencies of 
300 to 3,000 MHz. 
46 
In 1962, Presman and Levitina reported on studies with rabbits 
2 
exposed to power densities of 7 to 12 mW/cm at wavelengths of 12.5 cm 
(2400 MHz). They noted that during a 20-minute irradiation, and for 
10 minutes immediately following, there were changes in the heart rhythm. 
They stated that irradiation of the ventral parts of the body slowed the 
heart and irradiation of the dorsal part speeded it. They further 
suggested that the observed effect was the result of reflexiautonomic 
reactions provoked by the direct action of the microwaves on the super-
ficial reflexogenous zones and the effect from irradiation of the head 
was produced by action on brain cells. 
As was mentioned in Chapter I, the Russian maximum power density 
allowed for continuous human exposure to microwave radiation is 1000 times 
12 
lower than the generally accepted guidelines used in this country. The 
47 
lower Russian level is based upon the findings of Letavet and Gordon. 
This study was on clinical observations of 525 inicrowave workers who had 
worked in various environments where low-level chronic exposure was 
likely. Few, if any, had been chronically exposed to levels higher than 
2 
a few mW/cm . Of these 525, 33 per cent showed thyroid enlargement com-
pared with 14 per cent in a control group of 100; bradycardia (or a 
slowing of the heart action) showed 43 per cent vs. 3 per cent for the 
control group; headache and increased fatigue, 29 per cent vs. 8-10 per 
cent; and arterial hypotension, 28 per cent corapared to 14 per cent. 
48 
An article in 1964 by Kamenskiy adds additional information to 
support other Russian investigations. Irradiation of the frog nerve at 
2 
a wavelength of 12.5 cm and a power density of 11 mW/cm for 20 to 30 
minutes increased the rate öf conduction, shortened the absolute and 
relative refractory phases and altered the magnitude of the amplitude 
of action-currents, but had no effect on the excitability threshold. 
Irradiation of the frog nerve with pulsed microwave (10 cm wavelength, 
2 
1 microsecond pulse, 700 pulses/second, 12 mW/cm ) for 20 to 30 minutes 
increased the conduction rate and excitability of the nerve. Kamenskiy, 
as other authors, cpncludes that the effect of pulsed microwaves can be 
considered non^thermal (specific), whereas changes observed during non-
pulsed radiation raight equally well be attributed to a thermal effect. 
Excellent reviews and translations of Soviet literature can be obtained 
from the Library of Congress. ' 
A study in the United States by Eakin and Thompson on rats 
exposed to low intensity, low frequency (300 MHz to 920 MHz) UHF radio 
waves for 47 consecutive days showed that radiated rats were more active 
than non-radiated rats during the early part of the experiment and became 
less active as the days of radiation increased. No differences were 
found for weight, audiogenic seizures or water consumption. The authors 
suggest that some time is required for UHF to have a consistent effect on 
behavior and the effects on behavior may be non-thermal and related to 
neurophysiological Substrates. Behavioral changes have also been noted 
on experiments using chickens and pulsed microwaves at 9300 MHz and 
2 52 
average power densities of 46 mW/cm . 
Studies have been conducted to evaluate effects to the hematologic 
System. Most of this work has been based upon whole body irradiation of 
animals. Results of exposures of dogs and rats to 24,000 MHz indicated 
2 
that exposure to 10 mW/cm produced temporary hemopoietic effects while 
2 53 
exposure to 20 mW/cm was responsible for temporary loss of body weight. 
Studies at the University of Rochester indicate that whole body 
exposure of normal dogs results in leukocyte changes which can be related 
to frequency, field intensity, and duration of exposure. ' Early and 
sustained leukocytosis in dogs exposed to microwaves may be related to 
Stimulation of the hematopoietic System or recirculation of sequestered 
cells. 
A decrease in erythrocyte, leukocyte and hemoglobin values has been 
2 
noted during irradiation of mice at 10,000 MHz and 450 mW/cm for five 
minutes. Such a decrease was noted immediately after exposure and at 
one and five days. Hematologic recovery was noted at 10 days post 
irradiation. Conventional heating produced less distinct changes, with 
more rapid recovery than exposure to microwaves. 
14 
In 1965, Sigler e£ al_. completed a Statistical study of the 
radiation exposure history of the parents of 216 Mongols. One of the 
statistically significant results of this study was data showing an 
increased incidence of Mongol births where there was a paternal microwave 
radar exposure history. This Observation was not anticipated as a part 
of the study and,as a result, additional follow-up surveys are now being 
conducted at the Johns Hopkins Hospital to further evaluate this 
discovery. 
It is apparent that much valuable information has been obtained 
from studies on the low-level or non-thermal effects produced at 
various frequencies and power densities of microwave radiation. However, 
it is also obvious that much more needs to be done to study the effects 
on biological Systems and that such data is urgently needed in order to 
adequately determine safe exposure limits for humans. 
Synergistic Effect with X-Rays 
Several studies in both the Unites States and the U.S.S.R. have 
been conducted to observe the effect of combined X-ray and microwave 
irradiation on animals. Loshak utilizied pulsed UHF radiation at 
2 
1.0 mW/cm and ionizing radiation (180 kV X-rays, 900 R whole body 
exposure). The results did not show that preliminary microwave irradia-
tion had any protectiveeffect. He found that pre-UHF exposure actually 
resulted in a more rapid mortality of X-ray irradiated animals. He 
attributed the results to the effects of UHF on hematopoietic structures, 
which implies that these organs are even more sensitive to UHF radiation 
than neural structures. He stated that the lifespans of the animals 
indicated hematopoietic injury (especially of the bone marrow). 
15 
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In contrast to these findings, Michaelson summarized other studies 
which tend to conflict, or at least raise additional questions, with 
those noted above. Dogs receiving whole body microwave irradiation showed 
significant increase in survival tirae when exposed to 25,000 R, 1000 kVp 
X-rays to the head. Mortality after whole body irradiation with 1000 kVp 
X-rays is substantially lower among dogs previously receiving microwave 
2 
exposures. Simultaneous exposure to pulsed 2800 MHz, 100 mW/cm micro-
waves and 250 kVp X-rays, 720 R (2 R/min), results in earlier leukocyte 
recovery from radiation-induced leukopenia. However, such earlier 
58 59 
recovery is not observed at a higher exposure rate of 4.6 R/min. ' 
2 
In rats that received 2500 MHz continuous, 10 mW/cm , 30-minute exposures 
for 25 days, mortality from subsequent gamma-irradiation (600 R) is one-
third that in the controls, whereas irradiation with pulsed microwaves 
60 
under similar conditions produced no effect. 
The noted changes in response to X-ray exposure are related to the 
length and sequence of the microwave exposures as well as the time 
interval between the microwave exposure and the X-irradiation. Except 
for increase in survival time and less severe neurologic response in 
microwave-treated dogs receiving X-irradiation to the head, modification 
of the X-ray injury has most demonstrable effect on the hematopoietic 
28,61-63 
System. 
From this review of the literature, it is apparent that much has 
been learned on the biological effects from microwave radiation. Our 
knowledge has increased but much remains to be learned. Because of the 
variables and uncertainties which have been described, it is feit that 
there is still a lack of adequate data to establish an absolute safe 
16 
level for exposure to radiation in the microwave region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. 
It is very apparent that it is difficult to reach specific con-
clusions since results vary widely among the studies noted in the 
literature. The problem is compounded by the fact that the reports often 
fail to present enough information to allow for an effective evaluation 
of the results. But of more importance, is the difficulty in developing 
techniques for generating uniform fields and plane waves in a carefully 
controlled environment. It was the purpose of this research to design 
a System in which the frequency, power, exposure and wave characteristics 
are precisely determined and controlled. With the use of this System, 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
The experimental apparatus is designed to allow for the micro-
wave irradiation of relatively small biological samples at a frequency 
of 2450 MHz under precisely known power densities at any of a wide ränge 
of power levels. The 2450 MHz frequency was selected because of the 
recent rapid introduction of commercial applications utilizing this 
frequency and the need for additional research to investigate the 
biological effects resulting from accurately known levels of exposure 
to such frequencies. 
Few researchers have the financial resources or time to fabricate 
a high power microwave System in an elaborate and expensive anechoic 
Chamber which would enable such biological experiments to be performed 
in the conventional far-field region of an antenna where accurate power 
density measurements can be made. It is the purpose of the chapter to 
describe the technique which was developed to fulfill an objective of 
design and fabrication of an appropriate microwave exposure System that 
(1) can be utilized in a limited physical space, (2) is economically 
feasiblej and (3) maintains the far-field characteristics of irradiating 
samples approximately uniformly and being accurately measurable. 
The entire System can be divided into the following separate 
sections: source and power supply; transmission line; power density 
control; illuminator; sample support structure; and shielding 
18 
and absorber. The coraplete System can be seen in Figure 1. Figure 2 is 
a block diagram of the System. 
Source and Power Supply 
It was determined that the System should have available a minimum 
2 
power density of up to 100 mW/cm . This power density exceeds the 
present United States accepted level for continuous exposure by 10 dB 
and the U.S.S.R. maximum recommended level by 40 dB. (In addition, a 
recent Federal Standard states that microwave cooking ovens inanufactured 
' 2 
after October 6, 1971, may not emit radiation in excess of 1.0 mW/cm 
2 
prior to oven sales and not more than 5.0 mW/cm throughout the useful 
life of the oveti.) The design should also allow „for a maximum power 
density Variation not to exceed 3 dB over a surface with a diameter of 
approximately one wavelength, or in this case, 12.24 cm. 
A Litton L-5001 continuous wave 2450 MHz magnetron was selected 
since it is well known that this frequency produces maximum effects on 
biological Systems, and this magnetron appeared to be one of the most 
economical soutces of 2450 MHz power. It has a rated Output of 1.3 kW, 
an input voltage of 3.5 kV, and input current of 0.550 A. It is air-
cooled, and its rated efficiency is given by the manufacturer as 68%. 
Such continuous wave magnetrons are frequently used in commercial and 
domestic microwave ovens and industrial drying ovens. 
Transmission Line 
The tratismission System that carries the source energy to the 
antenna feed serves as the primary means of determining the power 
density at the sample. It also contains a sampling point to measure 
19 






































frequency and power to the antenna feed. Because of the high power of 
the source and the frequency involved, it is advisable to use waveguide 
rather than coaxial line. If waveguide tables are consulted, the 
recommended size for 2.45 GHz is 4.32 cm x 8.64 cm, which is known as 
WR 340. However, components are less expensive and more available in 
WR 284, commonly known as S-band waveguide, which has inside dimensions 
of 3.40 cm x 7.21 cm and has a nominal operating ränge of 2.60 to 
3.95 GHz. The cut-off frequency of WR 284 is 2.08 GHz; therefore, 
2.45 GHz is still above cut-off. 
Microwave power generated by the magnetron flows through a 
narrow wall 40 dB directional coupler with a rotary vane attenuator and 
coaxial Output connected to the sidearm. For a source power of 1.0 kW, 
approximately 100 mW is coupled through the sidearm and attenuator into 
the coaxial sample port. 
At this sample port, it is possible (1) to determine the output 
frequency through the use of a coaxial-mounted frequency meter, or 
(2) to monitor the output power of a thermistor mount/power meter 
combination. Experimental determinations taken from this coaxial 
sample port are described later in this chapter. 
A 90 H-plane bend is connected to the main arm of the 40 dB 
coupler to allow for a change in direction. 
Power Density Control 
Connected to the H-plane bend is a variable directional coupler 
which is a highly specialized microwave circuit providing continuous 
Variation of microwave power by permitting a shifting of output power 
between two separate and distinct Outputs. This device, designed on 
22 
the basis of results published by Teeter and Bushore at X-band, pro-
duces variable power division by Controlling the phase of one-half of 
the incoming energy relative to the other. A schematic diagram of the 
power divider is shown in Figure 3 and its location in the completed 
System is pictured in Figure 4. 
The device was fabricated from two short-slot hybrids with a 
continuously variable phase shifter (tandein short-circuit with another 
short-slot hybrid) located between the input and Output hybrids. This 
results in a four-port device whtch consists of an input port, and Out-
put port, and two terminated ports, one beside the input and one beside 
the output. The terminated input port utilizes a low-power load since 
it receives only reflected and leakage power which is reduced by at 
least 30-40 dB from the source power. The terminated output port 
absorbs up to the füll input power and is terminated in a high-power 
load. 
The input power is divided equally by the input hybrid and pro-
duces a 90° phase relationship between the straight section and that 
directed through the intermediate hybrid section. Moving the tandem 
short-circuit varies the phase relationships of the power arriving at 
the output hybrid which, in tum, determines the ratio of the power 
coupled to the output and the high-power load. 
When the straight section and tandem short-circuit section are 
the same electrica! length, or if the difference is an exact multiple 
of the guide wavelength, the power from each section is added and 
proceeds to the output. As the tandem short-circuit length is changed 













Figure 3. Power Divider System 
24 
- Figure 4. Power Density Control Section 
25 
at the output hybrid is such that an equal amount of power appears at the 
Output and the high-power load. When the length is changed by one-half 
guide wavelength, all power proceeds to the high-power load. As the 
length changes by three-fourths guide wavelength, the power is again 
equally divided between the Output and the high-power load. 
Experimental analysis of the Variation in Output power was per-
formed. The relative power vs. change in length of the tandem short-
circuit was determined and is shown in Figure 5. 
VSWR measurements of the complete power divider section were made 
as the short-circuit length was varied and it was determined that the 
maximum VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) was 1.21. 
An unsupported, choked antenna feed was fabricated and attached 
to the output of the power divider section. 
Illuminator 
First, one should consider the effect of using a conventional 
antenna operating as the microwave illuminator. In order to avoid the 
use of an anechoic Chamber, it is necessary to use a relatively narrow 
beam. Assume that a 50 cm diameter parabola is ased at 2450 MHz. The 
maximum half-power beam width can be determined by: 
half-power width * -r— degrees (1) 
where: X > free-space wavelength 
D r antenna diameter 
half-power width s approximately 17 
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A distance of at least 4.1 meters is needed to get into the 
2 
far field region of 2D /X. It is apparent that a relatively large 
roora would be required for such a microwave System. The approximate 
2 
area irradiated at this minimum distance is 12,000 cm . Using the 
criteria noted earlier for specifying source power, it can be seen that 
a source of several thousand Watts would be required to achieve a power 
density of 100 „«/an2. 
The illuminator used in this research is a 1.17 meter diameter 
focused prolate-spheroid antenna which makes it possible to avoid the 
space and power problems that have been mentioned with a typical 
illuminator. This focused system utilizes a reflector which has two 
foci, as shown in Figure 6. It is illuminated by the choked open-ended 
waveguide at the inner focus which has been shown to be one of the most 
68 
effective feeds by Bassett and Bomar. The irradiated sample is 
positioned at the outer focus. 
The inherent advantage to the focused System, as compared to 
the other Systems using the same size reflectors, is that less antenna 
input power is required to establish a given power density. As observed 
69 
by Primich and Hayami " and later by Bassett and Bomar, the focal region 
wavefront is uniform (within 3 dB) over a diameter of up to 1.5\, which 
is much greater than the sample sizes utilized in this study and des-
cribed in the next chapter. 
The minimum spot size can be related to the focal length and 
diameter of the reflector by the following relation: 
















f s focal length 
D = reflector diameter 
\ = free-space wavelength 
p s diameter of spot at focal point 
It is noted from equation (2) that the spot size can be increased 
by increasing the ratio, f/D. To be practical, this means that the 
diameter of the reflector should be decreased significantly. This 
diameter decrease involves a change in the feed-horn illumination 
which would result in a very inefficient system. Reflector edge spill-
over would be significant, and the focused beam properties are not 
readily predictable. 
The conclusion drawn from the investigation of the Utility of 
using the focused beam system is, that for radiation of small samples 
whose dimensions are on the order of a radiation wavelength, the system 
is very efficient. 
For the purpose of these investigations, the midiine of the 
antenna and focal points was 105 cm above the floor. The first focal 
point (located at the choked antenna feed) was a distance of 43.2 cm 
from the center point of the antenna. A longitudinal profile of the 
second (sample) focal point was made and the relative power vs. distance 
is shown in Figure 7. The center of this second focus was determined 
to be 61 cm in front of the first focal point. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the E-plane and H-plane profile patterns 
through the second focus. It can be seen that an area with a diameter 
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uniformity and an area with a diameter of approximately 12 cm (about 1 
wavelength) can be irradiated within 3 dB uniformity. 
Sample Support Structure 
The sample had to be supported within the microwave beam by a 
structure that would not cause interference with the incident radiation 
field. A specially designed cellular plastic column of varying dimen-
sions was fabricated in order to (1) minimize reflections and back-
scatter, (2) be relatively transparent to the microwaves, and (3) provide 
the necessary rigid support. The structure utilized a series of cellu-
lar, low-dielectric (e ~1.03) disks of 10.15 cm thickness varying in 
diameter from 15.2 cm to 61.0 cm. The edges of each disk were beveled 
at an angle of 60 to the horizontal so as to provide diffuse scattering. 
Senior, Plonus and Knott have shown structures of this type to have 
2 
a measured incoherent cross section of -53.2 dBm at X-band. 
Shielding and Absorber Requirements 
The System as previously described makes it possible to design 
and install a simple absorbing panel which can be utilized with little 
or no sacrifice in safety and Performance as corapared with the much more 
expensive anechoic Chamber. This is possible since it has been shown 
that the power is focused to approximately a 12 cm spot size and that 
very little divergence of the beam occurs within 3 meters of the 
2 
antenna. A 4.46 m mobile absorbing panel with dimensions greater than 
twice that of the antenna aperture was fabricated using commercially 
available microwave absorbing material. This mobile panel was placed 
behind the sample holder and centered about a longitudinal axis 
34 
running through the center of the antenna. According to the manu-
facturer's specifications, the absorber has a reflectivity of -40 dB 
at 2450 MHz. Therefore, microwave energy not absorbed by the test 
2 
sample would, at a maximum power density of 100 mW/cm , be at a level 
2 
of 0.01 mW/cm after being reflected from the mobile absorbing panel. 
In addition, this panel would not allow any significant reflected 
energy to interact with the test specimens since it will always be at 
least 40 dB below the incident test level. 
No other absorbing material was necessary. However, precautions 
were taken to prevent the introduction of other material in the immediate 
area of maximum power. Even though later studies indicated that the 
maximum power density at the second focal point exceeded expectations, 
the shielding as described proved to be more than adequate. 
Maximum Power Density 
It was the purpose of this research to design and build a micro-
wave exposure System that could adequately irradiate small biological 
2 
samples to power densities up to a minimum of 100 mW/cm . However, it 
was advisable to determine for safety reasons the maximum power Output 
that was available. This maximum power density was determined experi-
2 
mentally to be about 1 W/cm . This level was confirmed using the power 
divider Output curves as previously shown in Figure 5. 
Maximum Power Output 
Measurement of high power Outputs such as that expected in 
determining the maximum Output of this System generally relies on the 
use of calorimetric techniques since appreciable heat is developed by 
35 
the dissipation of Watts of power. The water load, most widely used 
detector for high-level microwave power measurements, relies on the 
calorimetric principle. The power is totally absorbed in a matched-
impedance section of waveguide which contains a calibrated flowing 
stream of water. The water dissipates the power and the resulting rise 
in temperature is measured with calibrated thermocouples. The tempera-
ture rise can then be related to the absolute power level. 
The thermistor is one of the most common detectors used in 
measurement of low- and medium-level powers. It consists of a small 
resistive element capable of dissipating the power and using the heat 
developed to produce a change in its resistance. This resistance change 
is usually measured by using the thermistor as one arm of a Wheatstone-
bridge circuit. 
In order to use the thermistor for higher power measurements, it 
is essential that a known ratio of power be diverted through the use of 
calibrated directional couplers or similar attenuation to prevent burn-
out of the thermistor. 
The maximum power Output to the antenna from this System was 
determined to be 250 Watts when the magnetron was operated at a routine 
input current of 0.3 Amperes and voltage of 3,000 Volts. This was 
checked and verified by the following procedure. Through the use of a 
1000 Hz modulated 2450 MHz Signal, a VSWR meter and a E-H tuner -
sliding short combination, a commercially available narrow wall 40 dB 
directional coupler was accurately calibrated and found to couple off 
35 dB at the 2450 MHz frequency. To the side arm was attached an 
additional 15 dB of attenuation. This provided adequate attenuation 
36 
to allow the attachment of a thermistor mount and a thermistor/power 
meter connection. 
After removing the antenna and choked feed from the system, this 
directional coupler combination was connected to the Output of the power 
divider. To the forward end of the main arm of the directional coupler 
was attached a calibrated water load. The temperature difference 
between the inlet and outlet water lines was monitored with a thermo-
couple which was connected to a Visual indicator calibrated by the 
manufacturer. The complete set-up for determining the maximum power 
Output can be seen in Figure 10. 
Determinations were made with calibrated water flow rates of 
6.3 cc/sec. and 0.934 cc/sec. At each flow rate, the maximum power 
Output was found to be 250 Watts. 
Observation with the power meter indicated 54 dBm, or a com-
parative power Output of 251 Watts. 
VSWR measurements were made on all items used in these determina-
tions to insure that reflections within the system were minimal. 
Power Density Determination 
Power density determinations used in the exposure of the bio-
logical samples, as well as general safety hazard analysis, were per-
formed using a commercially available portable instrument. This 
instrument is a direct reading device calibrated for the 2450 MHz 
frequency and includes three non-polarized hand-held probes, each 
incorporating a small dipole antenna and detector. The three probes 
2 2 
together allow for full-scale readings of from 0.2 mW/cm to 200 mW/cm . 
The manufacturer's specifications indicate an accuracy of ±1 dB at 2450 MHz. 
37 
Figure 10. Set-up for Determining the 
Maximum Power Output 
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Calibration of Power Density Instrumentation 
Although an accuracy of ±1 dB was given by the manufacturer of 
the above mentioned portable instrument, it was feit advisable to per-
form an additional evaluation using the microwave System fabricated for 
this research. The following procedure was used in modifying the System 
to allow for comparing observed power density levels with calculated 
values as shown below. 
The System as described earlier for determining the maximum 
power output was modified slightly by removing the water load and 
replacing it with a pyramidal hörn with aperture dimensions of 32.067 cm 
by 26.035 cm, and having a VSWR of 1.15. 
Calculation of the antenna gain was made using procedures des-
72 
cribed in the Antenna Engineering Handbook. 
The gain in dB is 
Gdß = 10(1.008 + log | £) - (Le + Lh) (3) 
where: 
a r H-plane length = 32.067 cm 
b r E-plane length = 26.035 cm 
X • free-space wavelength « 12.24 cm 
L and L, are taken from Figures 11 and 12. 
To determine L from Figure 11, it is seen that 
b2 
s = WT- W 
e 
i — i — i — i — i — r n — i — r 
s, Maximum Aperture Phase Deviation 
in Wavelengths 
Figure 11. Gain-correction Factor for E-Plane Flare 
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t, Maximum Aperture Phase Deviation 
in Wavelengths 
Figure 12. Gain-correction Factor for H-Plane Flare 
where: 





s = 0.1637 
Therefore: L =0.3 dB. 
e 




L " 8 X \ 
i 
h 
= 47.31 cm 
(32 .067) 2 
c " 8(12 .24)(47 .31) 
t = 0.22 
Therefore : L, = 0.7 dB h 
From equat ion (3) : 
Gd ß = 1 0 [ 1 . 0 0 8 + l o g ( % ^ '
 2 | 
= 1 0 ( 1 . 0 0 8 + log 5.563) - 1.0 
r 10(1.008 + 0.7453) - 1.0 
: 10(1.7533) - 1.0 
r 17.533 - 1.0 
GdB ; 16.5 or 







The power density, P_, from a radiating antenna, 
P G 
PD = - ^ (6) 
D 4rr(R) 
where: 
P = power to antenna 
R = distance from antenna 
G = antenna gain 
The beam is characterized by a near field and a far field, where 
for a circular antenna the far field is considered as a distance beyond 
2 
2ffil where D is the largest linear dimension of the antenna aperture 
X 
and X the free-space wavelength. When assuming a circular aperture with 
uniform illumination both in amplitude and phase, the power density on 
the axis of the antenna in the near field region varies as a function of 
distance with maxima equal to four times the power density at the aper-
ture. These maxima occur out to the transition to the far field. Beyond 
this distance, the power density falls off and approaches the inverse 
square relation as the distance increases. 
Using D as the widest dimension of the hörn, the far field was 








It was decided that the probes of the commercial instrument 
should be calibrated at mid-scale reading at the power density levels 
2 2 
being used in this research. Therefore, 10 mW/cm and 100 mW/cm 
were chosen. 
2 
The distance, R, at which a power density of 10 mW/cm would 
be obtained was calculated. 
n
 P t G (250 X IQ 3 ) (45.01) f . 
K =
 4TT P Q
 =
 4TT (10) K0) 
R = 299.32 cm. 
2 
The d i s t a n c e to observe 100 mW/cm was 
(250 X 10 3 ) (45 .01) 
K =
 4TT (100) 
R = 94.65 cm. 
Movable absorbing material was placed around the calibration 
ränge to minimize any scattered and reflected waves. Using the probe 
2 2 1 
with mid-scale readings of 10 mW/cm and 100 mW/cm , a —j plot was 
R 
made and showed observed levels that agreed with calculated values to 
/ 2 
within Ü dB. The middle ränge probe (mid-scale readings of 1.0 mW/cm 
2 2 
and 10 mW/cm ) was evaluated at 10 mW/cm and was also found to be 
within Ü dB. Slight variations in probe readings may resült from 




The magnetron Output frequency was determined by attaching a 
frequency meter, a thermistor and power meter to the attenuator on the 
side arm of the directional coupler. The center frequency was found 
to be 2423 MHz and remained constant with input currents over the ränge 
of 0.1 to 0.5 Amperes. 
A spectrum analyzer was used to determine the bandwidth of the 
Output around the center frequency. The bandwidth also appeared to be 
independent of input currents between 0.1 and 0.5 Amperes and was 
determined to be 100 kHz at the half-power points. Figures 13 and 14 
show the spectrum as observed. Figure 13 shows the spectrum with a 
oscilloscope horizontal scale of 300 kHz per cm and a vertical scale 
of 10 dB per cm. Figure 14 shows the same spectrum with a horizontal 
scale of 1 MHz per cm and the same vertical scale of 10 dB per cm. 
From the detailed Information presented, it can be seen that it 
is entirely feasible and practical to construct an accurately calibrated, 
compact and relatively inexpensive microwave System to irradiate small 
biological specimens. Total cost for the System is less than $10,000 
and was effectively designed so that it was possible to place the com-
2 
plete System in a room of less than 11.0 m . 
It is seen that the system provides a beam within 1 dB uni-
formity over a circular area with a diameter of about % wavelength 
(~ 6 cm) and a 3 dB uniformity over about one wavelength (12.24 cm). 
It is possible to provide continuous Output at any selected power 
. 2 
density up to and exceeding 1.0 W/cm . 
With an input power of 900 Watts, and 250 Watts directed to the 
45 
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Figure 14. Spectrum Bandwidth 
antenna, it is seen that there is an efficiency of about 287o. The 
coupling efficiency from the antenna is about 35% when considering the 
2 
half power area of 117.67 cm and the approximate power density of 
0.75 W/cm . 
CHAPTER IV 
BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Platelets 
The human platelet is a round or oval cell about 2 to 4 microns 
in diameter. The term cell should probably not be applied, however, 
since the platelet is a nonnucleated cytoplasinic fragment derived from 
73 74 
the megakaryocyte. ' There are normally between 200,000 and 
400,000 platelets per cubic millimeter of human whole blood. The 
disintegration of one mature megakaryocyte results in the production of 
3,000 to 4,000 platelets. As with other hematopoietic cells, the 
platelets then pass through the walls of the bone marrow to enter the 
circulatory System. It is generally accepted that platelets have 
a maximum j.n vivo survival time of 8 to 10 days and that their size 
decreases with age. Upon removal from the circulatory System, however, 
platelets rapidly lose their viability so that handling or storage 
should not exceed a few hours or at most about one day. Circulating 
platelets possess a high negative surface Charge due in part to sialic 
acid residues of the glycoprotein component of the platelet membrane. 
The Role of Platelets in Coagulation 
The role of platelets in the blood coagulation process was not 
demonstrated until 1882; and, as recently as 1920, even the existence 
of platelets as distinct entities was disputed. The ability of 
platelets to stick together and to damaged blood vessel walls is the 
basis for their hemostatic function. Masses of platelets also contri-
bute to the abnormal and sometimes lethal clots, or thrombi, within 
coronary arteries and other blood vessels. Platelets will tend to 
stick to any glass material as well, and it is for this reason that 
all such surfaces used in the laboratory analysis procedures must be 
siliconized. 
Within seconds after a cut occurs in a vessel, the platelets 
begin to adhere to the surface. Within a minute or so, more platelets 
stick to the first ones and enough are collected to form a whitish plug 
which rapidly solidifies and bleeding ceases. The formation of this 
plug depends in part on thrombin, an enzyme which is an important key 
in blood clotting. Thrombin converts the soluble plasma protein 
fibrinogen into insoluble fibrin, which forms a solid meshwork in a 
clot. Thrombin is not present in circulating blood, but is generated 
from an inactive precurser, Prothrombin, when it is needed for hemo-
74 
stasis. Individuais suffering from hemophilia bleed excessively 
because their blood lacks one of the plasma proteins necessary to con-
vert Prothrombin into thrombin. This deficiency prevents the rapid 
evolution of thrombin necessary for forming the platelet plugs. 
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Research by Lamb e_t al^, has shown that there is a definite 
electrical effect on the coagulation time of whole blood. They found 
that both j-n_ vitro coagulation of dog whole blood and iji vivo throm-
bosis of blood vessels are voltage dependent, and that the critical 
potential difference below which such action does not occur is about 
2 Volts. Richardson has performed studies on coagulation times in 
dog blood using 2450 MHz radiation and has shown that the times may be 
either increased or decreased depending on exposure time, and perhaps 
many other not yet understood variables. 
Experimental Procedure 
As will be seen, the methodology and procedures used in this 
research depend on techniques involving a wide variety of disciplines. 
For this reason, it is the purpose of this section to outline in com-
plete detail the specific procedures used in order to allow an indivi-
dual to duplicate the study no matter what his discipline. 
Sample Preparation 
Human blood must be collected just prior to each run and is 
collected by drawing 4.0 ml of blood into a siliconized vacutainer 
tube containing 1.0 ml of 3.8 percent sodium citrate. The sodium 
citrate is an anti-coagulant which prevents coagulation by absorbing 
calcium ions. In order to avoid tissue thromboplastin, the first few 
drops of blood are allowed to drop from the needle into an adapter 
sleeve before the vacutainer tube is inserted into the sleeve. Filling 
of the tube takes approximately five seconds. Sufficient tubes are 
collected to allow an ample supply for each experimental run. (Six 
to eight tubes were typically collected.) The tubes are then gently 
inverted twice to allow for careful mixing and allowed to sit for ten 
minutes. 
To prepare the platelet-rich plasma, the stopper of the vacu-
tainer tube is removed and the blood centrifuged for five or ten minutes 
at 800 revolutions per minute. The platelet-rich plasma is removed 
using a siliconized syringe and placed in a siliconized beaker where it 
is gently agitated to provide uniform mixing. The plasma is then 
placed in the appropriately prepared vials to be used for the irradia-
tion of the samples. 
The vials used in this research are glass and rectangular in 
shape, approximately 2.0 cm on each side and 5.9 cm in height. The top 
is covered with a plastic screw cap. The wall thickness is about 0.10 
cm. Each vial is siliconized and filled with 2.0 ml of platelet-rich 
plasma. 
Irradiation Procedure 
In order to turn on the microwave source, the switch on the 
junction box used to supply power to the power supply is placed in the 
"on" position. 
Flip the "power on" switch up in order to adequately heat the 
elements in the magnetron tube and in the power supply. The orange 
indicator light indicates that this step has been completed. After 
about a three minute delay the second orange "ready" light comes on to 
indicate that adequate warm-up time has been allowed. 
Prior to activating the high voltage, check to insure that the 
doors to the power supply are closed and that the variac is in a fully 
counter-clockwise position. 
Remove the wooden support from in front of the antenna which is 
used to brace the cantilevered antenna feed. Check to insure that the 
shielding is in place and that all material other than the sample sup-
port structure is removed from the microwave field. See that the feed, 
antenna, and sample support structure are in the proper location. 
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Check to insure that the sliding short circuit is placed so that 
all or nearly all of the generated power will be diverted into the high-
power load. 
Push high voltage button on and be sure that the red light is 
lit. 
Perform a radiation safety survey of the entire microwave 
exposure system to insure that no hazardous levels are leaking from 
the system and check the entire working environment for any stray 
radiation. This survey is performed with a portable microwave survey 
meter. Check to see that the batteries are charged, that the proper 
probe is being used, and that the instrument is set to detect the 
2450 MHz frequency. 
Place the calibrated receiving antenna (in this case, the 
portable detector) on the sample support structure at the focal point 
of the microwave beam. 
Turn the variac in a clockwise direction until the magnetron 
input current stabilizes at 0.3 Amperes and the input voltage is approxi-
mately 3.0 kilovolts. 
Slowly adjust the tandem short circuit until the approximate 
power density desired is obtained. Observe the receiving antenna indi-
cator and fine-tune the tandem short circuit. Wait about five minutes 
for the system to stabilize and again fine-tune the Output power density. 
Turn down the variac, remove the receiving antenna, place the 
samples to be irradiated on the sample support structure, being careful 
to have the front face of the sample Container parallel to the aperture 
of the antenna, and re-set the variac to the 0.3 Ampere input current. 
Perform an additional radiation survey to see that no stray 
radiation results from the increased power density levels. 
Place appropriate warnings around the System so that no person-
nel in the area can inadvertently walk into the hazardous radiation 
areas. 
If the temperature rise is being monitored from a separate 
sample vial located at the focal point (using the special mercury 
thermometer calibrated for temperatures of about 20 C to 40 C), see 
that the same temperature is maintained in the control sample. The 
control sample is placed in a temperature controlled water bath and 
the temperature carefully controlled with another previously calibrated 
thermometer. This control sample is placed in an area away from any 
microwave fields. 
At the end of the irradiation period, turn down the variac, 
push in the "high voltage off" button (the red light goes out), wait 
about three to five minutes for the fans to cool down the magnetron 
tube, and flip down the "power off" switch. 
The switch on the junction box is placed in the off position. 
As a safety precaution, readjust the tandem short circuit so 
that all power will again be diverted into the high power load. 
Replace the wooden support used to brace the cantilevered 
antenna feed. 
Platelet Counting by Phase Microscopy 
To prepare for platelet counting, the platelet-rich plasma is 
gently mixed and drawn into disposable blood diluting pipettes. These 
pipettes contain a given amount of ammonium Oxalate to produce a 
dilution ratio of 1:100. 
Place a clean cover glass on the counting Chamber. Gently 
agitate the pipette for one minute. Discard several drops from the 
pipette and place a drop of the plasma on the surface of the counting 
Chamber at the edge of the cover glass. The diluted plasma is drawn 
rapidly by capillary action into the Space between the cover glass and 
the ruled area of the Chamber. 
The counting Chamber is placed in a closed Petri dish containing 
a damp filter paper and left for 20 minutes to allow the platelets to 
settle. 
Place the Chamber on the phase microscope stage. Find the ruled 
area and use a magnification of 400 to count the number of platelets 
in one Square millimeter. The number of platelets per cubic millimeter 
is determined by counting the platelets in one square millimeter on 
both sides of the Chamber, dividing by two, and multiplying the number 
by 1,000. 
Coagulation Determination 
Medical laboratories use various methods for determining the 
clotting characteristics of blood. The thrombelastograph is probably 
the most reliable and most sophisticated method yet developed, and is 
the method chosen for this research. This technique utilizes the 
optica!- regiatration of clot formation on the basis of the developing 
elastic propetties of the plasma clot. It permits a simultaneous and 
continuous Visual, as well as Photographie, Observation of up to three 
plasma speeimens duiring all phases of coagulation, at a controlled 
temperature of 37 C and with complete exclusion of air. 
A small stainless steel cylinder is suspended into a small 
slowly oscillating cup (period equal to 9.0 seconds) into which the 
plasma is placed. In the unclotted State, the suspended cylinder 
remains essentially stationary in the plasma as the cup oscillates. As 
soon as the surface of the cylinder becomes connected with the wall of 
the cup by a sufficient number of fibrin threads having elastic proper-
ties, the cylinder begins to turn with the cup. The cylinder in each 
sample is suspended by a thin wire. On this torsion wire is mounted 
a small mirror which reflects a small beam of light. The movement 
of the cylinder, torsion wire, mirror and light beam are directly 
visible and are also recorded on a moving film (moving at two mm per 
minute). Before the cylinder begins to move, the light beam is 
stationary and therefore produces a Single line on the film. The time 
elapsing before the line begins to split (start of cylinder movement) 
is called the reaction time (r value). This time is considered to 
represent the coagulation time. The rate at which the elasticity of 
the clot increases is measured as the time required to reach a spread 
of 20 mm between the two lines on the film (k value). The maximum 
distance reached between the two lines is called the clot strength 
(ma value). This resulting configuration is called a thrombelastogram 
and is shown in Figure 15. 
The clotting time is highly dependent on the function of the 
coagulation mechanism, whereas the shape of the thrombelastogram is 
determined by the quantity and function of the fibrinogen and 
platelets. 
Maximal Amplitude (ma) 
Figure 15. Diagram of a Normal Thrombelastogram 
Carefully measure a 0.25 ml sample of the platelet-rich plasma 
and place it in the appropriate cup which has been prewarmed for five 
minutes at 37 C. 
After a one minute wait, add 1/10 ml of 1.29% calcium chloride 
and immediately lower the cylinder into the cup. Add sufficient mineral 
oil to completely cover the sample. 
Visually observe the movement of the light beam and allow 
sufficient time for the thrombelastogram to be properly recorded. 
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CHAPTER V 
DIELECTRIC AND ABSORBED POWER ANALYSIS 
A review of the literature on studies of biological effects from 
microwave radiation indicates that serious questions can be raised on 
the reported powers and power densities used in various research. 
Typically, the reports fail to describe the techniques employed in 
determining the exposure levels used, and there may be little or no 
relationship to the actual power abaorbed within the biological speci-
men. 
In an attempt to present more meaningful Information to relate 
microwave exposure to the biological effects, considerable effort has 
been made in this study to develop a uniform field for the irradiation 
in which the incident power densities can be precisely determined. 
It was feit desirable, additionally, to determine the microwave 
power absorbed within the plasma. This was done since, at the present 
time, there are no acceptable or standardized procedures for microwave 
dosimetry techniques. Proper and effective Instrumentation is needed 
and must be developed. However, it is possible to go beyond measure-
ment of only incident power densities when evaluating microwave effects 
to biological Systems, and to determine the actual power absorbed. 
The power absorbed within the plasma is a function of the inci-
dent power and is related to the interface characteristics of the sam-
ple and sample holder. The Fresnel type reflections at the interfaces 
and the molecular absorption can be evaluated and accounted for 
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by knowing the dielectric constant, loss tangent and physical dimen-
sions of the sample and sample holder. In order to perform this, it 
was necessary to construct a System which would allow for the accurate 
measurement of parameters needed to calculate the dielectric constant 
and loss tangent of the plasma. 
Dielectric Constant Determination 
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The technique used has been described by Altschuler and a 
brief review of the theory as presented is appropriate. The procedure 
is a two-point method of measuring the dielectric constant which involves 
the Solution of a transcendental equation. 
The theory underlying this method is based on consideration of 
Figure 16. Figure 16(a) shows an empty short-circuited waveguide with 
a slotted line probe located at a voltage minimum DD. Figure 16(b) 
K 
shows the same waveguide, now containing a sample of length ^ with the 
probe located at a new voltage minimum D. The sample must be adjacent 
to the short circuit. Looking from T . towards the right and left, the 
following impedance equation can be written: 
Z tan kX = - Z tan k i (9) 
o e e e ' 
where: 
Z = characteristic impedance o r 
k : propagation wave number 
SJ - sample to voltage minimum distance 
Z = sample impedance 
k = sample wave number 
H ~ sample length 
D R 
i + l 
R e 
(a) 
- * — * 1 
t 




Figure 16. Dielectric Constant Measureraent 
with Short-Circuited Waveguide 
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Likewise , in F igure 16 (a ) , looking toward the r i g h t , one has 
Z tan k ( i • i ) = 0 . (10) 
O K g 
Now, cons ider 
t ank (D R - D • i f ) = tan k[(XR + lf i) - (X + ^ ) +• i j 
= tan k[(4R + i p - X] . 
Upon expanding the tangent and making use of Equation (10), Substitution 
into Equation (9) yields 
Z tan k(D„ - D + l ) = Z tan k X . (11) 
o R e e e e v / 
Since Z /Z = k /k , one can r e w r i t e Equation (11) in the form, 
o s e 
tan k(D_ - D - l ) tan k i 
ki " in (12) 
e s c 
It is now noted that all the quantities associated with the left-hand 
member are measurable, while the right-hand member is of the form 
tan Z/Z, so that once the measurement has been performed, the complex 
number, Z = k ^ , can be found by the Solution of the transcendental 
e e 
equation and from it, k . e is then found from 




\ = free space wavelength 
e = dielectric constant 
r 
(J- = relative permeability 
\ = cut-off wavelength 
In view of the periodic nature of the tangent function, there exists an 
infinity of Solutions for e . It is consequently either necessary to 
know e approximately in order to pick the right Solution, or to per-
form a second identical experiment with a sample of different length & . 
The proper Solution in the latter case is the one common to the two sets 
of Solutions. This is an "intersection point," as demonstrated in 
Figure 17 for a particular case. 
For plasma and other lossy dielectrics, equation (12) is recast 
to achieve a more practical form as will be seen. 
The equipment used in this measurement procedure includes a 
signal generator set at 2450 MHz and modulated with 1000 MHz Square 
waves, coax-to-waveguide adapter, variable flap attenuator, slotted line 
with probe connected to a VSWR meter, 90 E-plane bend (allowing the 
short circuit to be horizontal and thus allowing the liquid plasma to 
be level and in complete contact with the short) and finally the short 
circuit. 
The plasma samples are prepared in a similar manner to that 
previöusly described in Chapter IV. The short circuit was siliconized 
and its dimensions were determined to be 3.39 cm by 7.22 cm, giving an 
2 
effective area of 24.48 cm . The plasma was measured and placed into 
the short circuit with a siliconized 1.0 and 10 ml pipette. The 
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Figure 17. Solution for e1 Obtained from the Measurement 
of Two Different Length Samples of the Same Material 
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following volumes were used to obtain the desired heights: 









Connect the equipment in the order as previously mentioned. With 
no sample dielectric in the shorted line, find DR, the position of the 
minimum in the slotted line with respect to any arbitrary chosen 
reference plane. (A micrometer gauge is helpful in making these 
measurements.) 
Adjust the VSWR meter to obtain a reading of 3.0 on the dB meter 
scale. Move the slotted line probe to each side of the voltage minimum 
and obtain a full-scale reading (0 dB) on the scale. Record the probe 
positions at these two equal readings. 
Measure the guide wavelength, X , by measuring the distance 
O 
between alternate minima in the slotted line. 
Remove the short circuit and pipette the desired amount of plasma 
into the waveguide so that the short circuit acts as the base of a Con-
tainer for the plasma. 
Measure D, the position of the new minimum in the slotted line 
with respect to the reference plane. This new minimum must be measured 




Observe the VSWR from the meter scale and also determine the 
3 dB points as before. 
Repeat the procedure for other heights of blood plasma. 
Dielectric Constant Calculations 
For "lossy" material such as water or blood plasma, the calcu-
lations are as follows: 
(1) Determine the standing-wave ratio: 
r • wöh" (14) 
o 
where X - guide wavelength 
S 
X = distance between 3 dB points. o r 
(2) Determine the propagation wave number 
k = f* (is) 
g 
(3) Compute $ = 2k(D - DD - l ) (16) 
K e 
(4) Compute \r\ = ^ j - (17) 
(5) Determine the complex number 
C/_J from: 
C£L* = lEj- l ' |rHl (18) 
J e 1 • |r|eJ 
(6) Solve the complex transcendental equation below for 
T and T: 
C / . Y = tanh^TZT) ( w ) 
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An extensive plot of these Solutions is available in the literature. 
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(7) Compute the admittance determinant Y from: 
Y e = <£-j-> Z2(T - 90°) (20) 
e 






where X - twice the wide dimension of the waveguide. 
In order to check the reliability of the measurement System which 
was fabricated and the accuracy of the calculations, the technique was 
first tested using water at 23 C and comparing the results with those 
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values reported by vonHippel. 
The data shown in Table I was observed. From this, the 
following results were obtained: 






vonHippel reports e values for water at 25 C of 77.5 at 300 MHz 
and 76.7 at 3,000 MHz. 
The procedure was then repeated using the blood plasma at 23 C 
as the dielectric sample. The data as collected is shown in Table 2. 
The following is a sample calculation using the data obtained to 
determine the dielectric constant for blood plasma; 
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Table 1. Observations for Determining the 
Dielectric Constant of Water 
Water Sample 
Sample Present*  
Height Voltage Distance Between 
(cm) Minimum (cm) 3 dB Points (cm) 
0.3 10.96 0.55 
0.4 1.21 1.60 
0.8 0.71 0.13 
0.9 0.67 0.25 
With no dielectric sample present, the voltage minimum was arbitrarily 
set at 0.0 cm and the distance between the 3 dB points was 0.04 cm. 
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Table 2. Observations for Determining the 
Dielectric Constant of Blood Plasma 
Blood Plasma . 
Sample Sample Present  
Height Voltage Distance Between 









With no dielectric sample present, the voltage minimum was at 14.87 cm 












r " TT(2.09) 
= 3.4999 
k = 2TT 
22.98 
= 0.2734 







1 - 0.5555 er1 0.0547 
j ( 0 .2734 ) (0 .4 ) l + 0 > 5 5 5 5 e j0 .0547 
Since: 
eJ0.0547 . c o s 0 > 0 5 4 7 + j s i n 0.0547 
= 0.9985 •*• jO.0547 
C^Y * 
C/̂ Y = 
J9.1441 i-f [0.5555(0.9985 + ,10.0547) 
,9 1 4 4 1 0-A453 - 10.1 
J 1.5547 + jO.0304 
[0.5555(0.9985 + jO.0547)] 
,0304 
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. Y - -0.2780 - 14.0719 
^ 1.5547 + 10.0304 
When converted to polar coordinates: 
„, M; _ 4.0814/^L 93.9057° 
W -* 1.5550/+ 1. 1202° 
and 
Cl^y = 2.6247 1^95 .0259° 
Therefore 
C = 2.6247 
1/C = 0.3810 
Y = - 95.0259° 
Fron the graphical plots: 
T = 1.63 
T = 82° 
and 
2 
. =((0.2734)6(0.4)) tf<82° - 9°°> 










Similar calculations were performed at other plasma sample 
heights and the following dielectric constants were obtained: 





Loss Tangent Calculations 
The relative dielectric constant can be written in the form 
er = «' - je" (22) 
where e' is associated with the ability of the dielectric material to 
störe electric energy and e" with the dielectric losses that occur in 
the material. 
It is also useful to write the relative dielectric constant as 
er = €'(1 - j tan 6) (23) 
Therefore: 
tan 6 = £ . (24) 
The quantity tan 6 is usually referred to as the loss tangent. 
It is proportional to the ratio of the power lost in heat (by raeans of 
dielectric loss) to the energy stored per cycle and therefore is a good 
measure of how "lossy" a dielectric material is. 
Y as previously defined is a complex quantity and may be 
written in rectangular form as: 
*, = Ge • i Ke (25) 
When the measurement is performed in rectangular waveguide, 















1 + It) 
A continuation of the sample calculation just given produces the 
following: 
Y = 222.1561 /- 16° 
When changed to rectangular form: 
Ye = 213.5501 - J61.2345 
Therefore: 
G = 213.5501 
e 
and 
K = - 61.2345 . 
From equation (26): 
-3-5501. [fHf]2 
«' = 
1 + [22.98T L14.44J 
= 61.1682 
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and from equat ion (27) : 
,„ 5 61.2345 
6 3.5326 
= 17.3341 
Therefore, from equation (24): 
« . 17.3341 
t a n 6 " 60682 
= 0.2834 
Repeating these calculations for each of the sample heights 
produces the following loss tangent values (shown with the corres-
ponding dielectric constants): 
Height(cm) e tan 6 
0.4 63.6 0.2834 
0.5 64.4 0.3249 
0.6 64.9 0.3211 
0.7 63.5 0.3021 
Absorbed Power 
An investigation of the ratio of the power absorbed within the 
plasma sample to that of the incident power density as determined with 
the receiving antenna gives a more meaningful indication of the true 
microwave effects to the plasma or any other biological specimens. Such 
an investigation of this multilayer System consisting of an air-glass 
interface, a glass-plasma interface, a plasma-glass interface, and 
finally a glass-air interface has been made with the use of a digital 
Computer program for calculating the complex transmission coefficient 
and reflection coefficient of plane, "lossy" multilayer Systems. 
The Computer program is based on work performed by Richmond 
81 
and Breeden using matrix multiplication to study multilayer Systems 
for normal incidence where the electric field intensity vector is perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence (perpendicular polarization). The 
program is written in Fortran IV language for running on the UNIVAC 
1108 System at Georgia Tech. The Computer program is given in 
Appendix A. 
The following information was used in the analysis. 
Relative Dielectric Loss Layer Thickness 
Constant Tangent (Inches)  
Layer 1 4.2 0.005 0.105 
(glass) 
Layer 2 64.0 0.300 0.590 
(plasma) 
Layer 3 4.2 0.005 0.105 
(glass) 
It can be seen from Appendix A that the percent of incident 
power reflected equals 67.3, the percent of incident power transmitted 
through the entire System is 8.5, and the percent of incident power 
absorbed by the complete structure equals 24.2. Since the glass has a 
low loss tangent, it has been considered as a lossless medium and 
assumed that all or nearly all of the abosrbed power is in the "lossy" 
plasma. 
The 2.0 ml of plasma placed in the sample vials as previously 
2 
described presents an incident surface area of 1.142 cm . Therefore, 
2 
it can be seen that for each mW/cm of power density incident on the 
sample, 0.276 mW of power is absorbed in the sample. 
CHAPTER VI 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Blood was drawn from nine individuals over a period of about four 
months. Thirty-seven runs were made with a total of 162 samples being 
used in the irradiations. The amount of blood drawn per run averaged 
about 25 ml and in all cases was drawn from individuals within one hour 
of the start of the irradiation. 
For each run, at least one control sample was used and kept at 
the same temperature as the irradiated samples. The thermometers used 
to register any temperature changes were intercalibrated to ± 1 C over a 
temperature ränge of 0 C to 100 C both with and without the effects of 
a microwave field. 
In those samples where a significant temperature rise was 
observed, it was noted that the rise above the ambient room temperature 
(about 23 C) occurred within 30 to 45 minutes followed by a "leveling 
off" and a resulting equilibrium temperature. 
While the reported data is always related to a relative value of 
1.0 assigned to the platelet count of the control for each run, it is 
3 
worth noting that the number of platelets per mm averaged about 
400,000 immediately after being drawn and showed a counting accuracy of 
about ± 7%. This varied from a minimum of 94,000 to a maxiraum of 
475,000. Average coagulation time and clot strength were determined 
from the thrombelastograms. A typical thrombelastogram for three 
samples is shown in Figure 18. Using the description as shown in 
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Flgure 18. Typical Thrombelastogram of Three Samples 
Figure 15, typical coagulation times of 10.0 minutes (20.0 mm on the 
thrombelastogram) and clot strengths of 60 mm were observed. 
The data in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 19 show that there 
is no significant effect on the platelet count for incident power 
2 2 
densities between 10 mW/cm and 280 mW/cm . This corresponds to 
absorbed power levels of 2.7 mW to 77 mW. The exposure time was held 
constant at 5.5 hours and in all cases the plasma temperature was main-
tained below 37 C, the normal body temperature. 
A sample of the calculations and definitions used to statistically 
analyze the data is shown in Appendix B. The results of the analysis 
show the following: 
Y = 1.0019 
Y = 1.0081 
rms 
ay = 0.1118 
r = 0.2102. 
The estimating equation is: 
Y = 0.000267X + 0.97786 
Assuming a t-distribution of the data: 
X = 1.00192 ± 0.04595 
for 95% confidence limits. 
Table 4 and Figure 20 present data showing that no significant 
effect is apparent on coagulation time as a function of power density 
2 2 
between 10 mW/cm and 280 mW/cm , or (for the experimental conditions 
in this research), absorbed power between 2.7 mW and 77 mW. As before, 
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Table 3. Incident Power Density and Relative Platelet Count for 5.5 
Hour Exposure Times and Temperatures Remaining Below 37 C 
Power Density Incident Relative 
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Figure 19. Relative Platelet Count vs. Incident Power Density and Absorbed 
Power for 5.5 Hour Exposures and Temperatures Remaining Below 37°C 
ô 
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Table 4. Incident Power Density and Relative Coagulation Time for 5.5 
Hour Exposure Times and Temperatures Remaining Below 37 C 
Power Density Incident Relative 



















Absorbed Power (mW) 
Figure 20. Relative Coagulation Time vs. Incident Power Density and Absorbed 
Power for 5.5 Hour Exposures and Temperatures Remaining Below 37°C 
00 
the exposure time was held constant at 5.5 hours and in all cases the 
plasma temperature was maintained below 37 C. 
A Statistical analysis of the data was performed using the pro-
cedures described in Appendix B and the results are: 
Y = 0.979412 
Y = 0.983999 
ras 
cry = 0.094898 
r = 0.230437 . 
The estimating equation is: 
Y = 0.000215X + 0.956738 . 
Assuming a t-distribution of the data: 
X = 0.97941 ± 0.05001 
for 95% confidence limits. 
Similar results were found when comparing changes in the clot 
2 
strength as a function of power densities between 10 mW/cm and 
2 
280 mW/cm (absorbed power of 2.7 mW to 77 mW). See Table 5 and 
Figure 21. No significant difference was noted. The exposure time 
was again constant at 5.5 hours and temperatures in the plasma remained 
below 37°C. 
Using the procedure described in Appendix B, Statistical analy-
sis of the data produced the following: 
Y = 1.015000 
Y = 1.031086 
rms 
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Table 5. Incident Power Density and Relative Clot Strength for 5.5 
Hour Exposure Times and Temperatures Remaining Below 37 C 
Power Density Incident Relative 
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Figure 21. Relative Clot Strength vs. Incident Power Density and Absorbed Power 




ay = 0.181418 
r = - 0.359486 
The estimating equation is: 
Y = - 0.000636X +1.085110 . 
Assuming a t-distribution of the data: 
X = 1.0100 ± 0.09871 
for 957» confidence limits. 
The previous results show that, for constant exposure times of 
5.5 hours, there is no significant change in platelet count, coagulation 
time and clot strength with in vitro exposures to microwave power den-
2 2 
sities between 10 mW/cm and 280 mW/cm when the plasma temperature 
remains at or below normal body temperature (37 C). 
An investigation was conducted to look at the effect of varying 
exposure rates on the platelet count at relatively low incident power 
2 
densities. The first exposures were made at 10 mW/cm with the exposure 
times varying from 0.5 hours to 24 hours. The 24 hour maximum time was 
chosen since the normal platelet count begins to decrease significantly 
as the time after removal from the body increases beyond 24 hours. As 
an example, a platelet count on a sample of plasma was counted immedi-
3 
ately after being drawn and showed 445,000 per mm . After retention for 
24 hours at 23 C, the platelet count dropped to 293,000 per mm . 
Table 6 and Figure 22 show the results of relative platelet 
count vs. exposure times of 0.5 hours to 24 hours for a constant power 
2 
density of 10 mW/ cm and temperatures remaining below normal body 
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Table 6. Exposure Time and Relative Platelet Count at 10 mW/cm' 
and Temperatures Remaining Below 37 C 
Exposure Time Relative 
























Exposure Time (Hours) 
Figure 22. Relative Platelet Count vs. Exposure Time at 10 mW/cm 




temperature. It is apparent that there is no significant change in the 
platelet count over a 24 hour exposure time. The larger deviation in 
the 24 hour data results from the difficulty in maintaining a constant 
temperature of ± 1°C in both the control sample and irradiated sample 
over a füll 24 hours. 
Following the procedure of Appendix B, the following results were 
obtained from an analysis of the data: 
Y = 0.979524 
Y = 0.990058 
rms 
cry = 0.144040 
r - - 0.175408 . 
The estimating equation is: 
Y = - 0.002537X + 1.005135 . 
Assuming a t-distribution of the data: 
X = 0.97952 ± 0.06490 
for 957» confidence limits. 
Similarly, with the temperature below 37 C and exposure time of 
0.5 hours to 24 hours, the relative platelet count was observed for 
2 2 
considerably higher power densities of 100 mW/cm to 280 mW/cm . Again, 
as shown in Table 7 and Figure 23, no significant change was noted. The 
Statistical analysis shows: 
Y = 0.966250 
Y = 1.003990 
rms 
ay = 0.272684 
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Table 7. Exposure Time and Relative Platelet Count at Power Densities 
Between 100 and 280 mW/cnr and Temperatures Remaining Below 
37°C 
Exposure Time Relative 
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Figure 23. Relative Platelet Count vs. Exposure Time at Power Densities 
Between 100 and 280 mW/cm and Temperatures Remaining Below 37° C 
O 
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r = - 0.298393 . 
The estimating equation is: 
Y = - 0.008656X + 1.049743 . 
Assuraing a t-distribution of the data: 
X = 0.966250 ± 0.11792 
for 95% confidence limits. 
Although it was not the expressed purpose of this research to 
investigate any thermal effects, an unusual Observation was noted and 
work was done to confirm this unexpected Observation. It was noted that 
some unexplained results were occurring to the coagulation time and clot 
strength of the plasma as the temperatures were increased above the 
normal body temperature of 37 C. While platelets were also counted in 
this investigation, the results are not reported because as the tempera-
ture of the plasma is increased above 37 C, the normal tendency of 
platelet clumping occurs and therefore a meaningful conclusion from 
counting unclumped platelets is not possible. 
To study this Observation, a control sample was maintained at 
23 C and its platelet count assigned a relative factor of 1.0. A 
second sample was carefully maintained at a temperature rise and final 
temperature of that of the irradiated sample. The irradiated (third) 
sample was exposed to varying power densities selected to obtain a given 
maximum temperature rise. As previously noted, the maximum temperature 
was usually reached in 30 to 45 minutes. The reported data is based 
upon total exposure times of 5.5 hours; however, shorter exposure times 
showed similar, but less significant changes. Table 8 and Figure 24 
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Table 8. Maximum Temperature Rise and Relative Coagulation Time 
for Exposure Times of 5.5 Hours and Independent of 
Power Density 
Relative Coagulation Time 
Maximum Temperature Radiant Heating Microwave 
Rise ( C) Only Heating 
34 1.11 1.16 
34 1.28 1.11 
34 1.00 1.00 
37 0.95 1.16 
37 0.76 0.76 
39 1.84 1.44 
39 1.69 1.10 
39 1.22 1.04 
42 1.70 1.10 
42 2.53 1.16 
42 1.87 0.96 
3.0 
2.0 -
» Radiant Heating Only 
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Figure 24. Relative Coagulation Time vs. Maximum Temperature Rise 
for Exposure Times of 5.5 Hours and Independent of 
Power Density 
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show the results of coagulation time vs. maximum temperature rise and 
Table 9 and Figure 25 show similar results of clot strength vs. maximum 
temperature rise. In each case a comparison is made at given tempera-
tures with the relative count of the control sample to which no addi-
tional heat above room temperature (23 C) was provided. 
Observation of the data clearly shows that above about 37 C, the 
coagulation time of the plasma increases significantly when only heat 
is applied to the sample. This is to be expected. However, when the 
same temperature is maintained as a result of microwave heating, there 
is a tendency for the plasma to maintain its normal coagulation time. 
This change is more apparent as the temperature increases above 37 C. 
Using a straight line as a line of best fit for the data above 
37 C, a linear regression analysis shows a slope of 0.1500 for the 
radiant heat data and intersecting the normalized line at 35 C. The 
line of best fit for the data from microwave heating shows a very small 
slope of - 0.0400. 
The change in clot strength shows a consistently similar, but 
reverse effect. With a controlled temperature rise and no microwave 
exposure, the clot strength decreases with increasing temperature. 
Microwave heating tends to reduce any effect from increased temperature 
rise. 
Linear regression analysis of the data above 37 C shows a slope 
of - 0.1611 for the radiant heat data and intersecting the normalized 
line at 38 C. As before, the data from microwave heating shows a very 
small slope of - 0.0511. 
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Table 9. Maximum Temperature Rise and Relative Clot Strength 
for Exposure Times of 5.5 Hours and Independent of 
Power Density 
Relative Clot Strength 
l Temperature Radiant Heating Microwave 
.se ( C) Only Heating 
34 0.80 0.89 
37 0.86 0.70 
37 0.94 0.84 
39 0.71 1.00 
39 1.15 1.10 
39 0.53 0.57 
42 0.29 0.64 
42 0.25 0.74 
42 0.40 0.83 
3.0 
2.0 
• Radiant Heating Only 
O Microwave Heating 
i 1 
0.1 I 
30 35 40 45 
Maximum Temperature Rise (°C) 
Figure 25. Relative Clot Strength vs. Maximum Temperature Rise for 
Exposure Times of 5.5 Hours--With Varying Power Densities 
of 10 mW/cm to 280 mW/cm2 VO 
ty. 
Figure 26 shows a thrombelastogram of these results. The 
tracing on the left is from a control sample maintained at 23 C. The 
center curve is from the same plasma with a temperature rise of 42 C. 
The tracing on the right is the same plasma after being irradiated to 
obtain the 42 C temperature rise. 
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Figure 26. Thrombelastogram Showing Effects of Normal 
and Microwave Heating to Blood Plasma 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 
Conclusions 
One of the major purposes of this research was to design and 
fabricate a relatively inexpensive and compact 2450 MHz microwave 
irradiation System for performing precision measurements and analysis 
of small biological specimens. It has been shown that such a System 
is both possible and practical. The fabrication cost for the complete 
2 
System is less than $10,000 and utilizes an area of less than 11.0 cm . 
When performing biological studies, great care must be taken to 
insure that the microwave parameters are fully described and that the 
experimenter has confidence in bis measurement of variables such as the 
incident power density, absorbed power, field characteristics, etc. 
There is a need for greater understanding of the personnel 
hazards associated with the Operation of microwave equipment and Systems. 
There are no recognized or accepted radiation safety procedures to be 
followed when working with potentially hazardous microwave equipment. 
Investigation of the non-thermal effects to human platelet-rich 
plasma shows that no significant changes occur to In vitro platelets, 
2 
coagulation time or clot strength for power densities up to 280 mW/cm . 
Similarly, no effect is noticed when the exposure rates vary from con-
tinuous exposures of 0.5 hours to 24 hours at power densities between 
2 2 
10 mW/cm and 280 mW/cm . This conclusion agrees with observed effects 
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to platelets from ionizing radiation where it has been noted that 
platelets are relatively "radioresistant" to ionizing radiation after 
they have been separated from the parent megakaryocyte. 
An unexplained effect occurs when plasma temperature is raised 
above normal body temperature. No definite explanation can be made as 
to why external radiant heating in the temperature ränge of 37 C to 
42 C (98.6 F to 105 F) produces an increase in coagulation time and 
decrease in clot strength whereas this is not as significantly observed 
when heated by microwave radiation. Additional studies should be con-
ducted to confirm this phenomenon. 
In order to produce meaningful studies on biological effects from 
microwave exposure, it is essential that there be close Cooperation 
between professional disciplines. 
Recommendations 
Investigations on biological effects from microwave radiation 
must include an understanding of the microwave components and Systems 
being used. Field characteristics, power levels, measurement techniques, 
etc., must be clearly defined and evaluated. 
Many of the uncertainties on the biological effects previously 
reported appear to result from measurement errors. Standard measurement 
techniques and measuring equipment should be developed including 
Standard methods for reporting results of microwave investigations. 
There is a need for the development of effective and inexpensive 
equipment for surveying and monitoring microwave radiation at various 
frequencies and power densities. 
Improved microwave dosimetry techniques need to be developed as 
soon as possible. Such techniques must be developed to evaluate con-
ditions under both near-field and far-field characteristics. 
A separate and independent study should be performed to confirm 
the Observation noted at temperatures above 37 C in this research. 
Additional investigations should be conducted on low-level effects 
to other biological Systems such as the eye, reproductive organs, central 
nervous System, etc. 
Educational programs should be intensified to alert workers of 
the potential hazards from working with microwave Systems and to increase 
an awareness of proper radiation safety procedures. 
Standardized radiation safety criteria should be developed and 
recognized by those employed in the microwave industry. 
Additional studies need to be performed in order to effectively 
determine safe exposure criteria for both the general population and 




MULTILAYER COMPUTER PROGRAM 
This multilayer Computer program is based on work performed by 
80 81 
Richmond and Breeden using matrix multiplication to study multilayer 
Systems for normal incident fields. The program is written in 
Fortran IV language for running on the UNIVAC 1108 System at Georgia 
Tech. 
1* C'MULTILAYER PROGRAM 
2* DOUBLE PREClblON 0 ( 5) ,ER l 5),TD(5)»F,El»E2»E3,TDl,TD2»TD3»Dl»D2>D3 
3* C»F MUST DE EXPRESSED IN GHZ AND IN DBL PRECISI0N> E.G.» 2.41D0 (DEF ZEftO) 
4* DATA F/2.45D0/ 
5* CtRELATIVE DIEL cONSTANT OF EACH LAYER (E1»E2»E3) MUST ßE EXPRESSED IN 
6* C DOUBLE PRECISION ALSO. 
7* DATA E1/4.2DU/ 
b* DATA E2/64.0ÜÜ/ 
9* DATA E3/4.2DÜ/ 
lü* C'LOSS TANGENT OF LACH LAYER (TDl»TD2»TD3) ALSO IN DBL PRECN. 
11* DATA TD1/.005D0/ 
12* DATA TD2/0.30D0/ 
13* DATA TD3/.00bD0/ 
14* C'N IS THE NUMBER OF LAYERS (AN INTEGER) 
lb* DATA N/3/ 
16* C'Dl»D2rD3 ARE THICKNESSES OF LAYERS IN INCHES> DOUfaLE PREClSION. 
17* DATA D1/.105D0/ 
lÖ* DATA D2/.590D0/ 














33* C'PXMIT=PERCENT OF IMCIOENT POWER TRANSMITTED 
34* C*PPFFL= fD0» REFLFCTEü 
3b* C»PABS= •DO' ABSOPPED BY ENTlKE STRUCTURE. FOR HIGH 
36* C LOSS TANGENT SAMPLE» AbSUME ALL POWER ARSORBED IN SAMPLE ITSELF. NOIME 
37* C IN WALLS HOLDING THE SAMPLE. 
3 8 * wRITE(6»b) (ER11)»1 = 1 » 3 ) » ( T D ( I ) » 1 = 1»3) t (D < I ) »1 = 1,3)»PREFL»PXMTT. 
3 9 * 2 PABSB 
HO* 5 F0RMAT(1H1»35X»31HLAYER 1 LAYER 2 LAytR 3 / / 3 0 H RELATIv/E DI 
4 1 * 2ELECTRIC CONSTANT : . 3F 12,<+/17X» 13HLOSS TANGENT; . 3F12 . i l / 10X i2uHTHIC i s 
4 2 * 3NESS IN INCHES: » 3 F 1 2 . 5 / / / / 1 3 X » 37HPERCENT OF If<Clü£NT POWER K E F L E C T 
4 3 * 4ED= »F6.5/11X»39HPERCENT OF I N C I P E N T POWER T , < Ä N S M I T T E D = » F 8 . 5 / 5 0 H 
4 i * * 5PERCENT OF INCIDENT POWER ABSoRBFD BY STRUC'UHE= » F 8 . 5 / / / / ) 
4 b * STOP 
4 6 * END 
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1* SUDROUTINE MULTLY(N»D,ERfTD»F»ATN2M2»ARC2M2> 
2* C ATN2M2=P0WER TRANSMISSION COEF FOR N LAYER STRUCTURE (SINGLE PRECTSION) 
3* C ARC2M2=POw£R REFLECTION COEF FOR N LAYER STRUCTUKE (SINGLE PREClSjON) 
4* C PROGRAM GOOD FOR NORMAL 1NCIÜENCE ONl.Y 
5* DOUBLE PRECISION 0(5),ER(5)#TD(5),PI,TUPI»F»RE(5),IE(5)tRG(5),IG<5 
6* 1)»RR2(b)»IR215)»DD#WL,AB»SRiGG»TP»RRR2»IRR2»RA2»lA2 
7 * 2 , R Y l » I Y l » R Y 2 r I Y 2 , R . Y 3 n Y 3 , R Y 4 , l Y 4 , R V l r I V l » R V 2 » l V 2 , R V 3 # l V 3 # R V U , T V 4 , K 
8 * 3Ql»IQl ,RQ2. IQ2»RQ3»IU3,RG<*r IQ4,RPC2»IRC2rRC2M.RC2M2»RTN2»lTN2,TN2M 
9 * » * , T N 2 M 2 # R T D , P R 2 » X X 2 , A P D 2 » T P 1 , T P 2 » T P 3 , T P 4 > T P 5 » T P 6 
10* 208 FORMAT(//13X»7HCOMPLLX#30X»7HcOMPLEX»2UX»5HPOWER»9X»5HPOWER/'*y»24H 
11* 1TRANSMISSION COEFFIClENT»15X»22HPEFLECTION COEFFICIENT»12X»25HTRAN 
12* 2SMISSION REFLECTION,12X,9HINSERTION/4X,120HKEAL IMAG MAGNI 
13* 3TUDE ANGLE REAL IMAG MAGNITUDE ANGLE COEFFICIENT 
14* 4C0EFFICIENT PHASE DELAY/) 
15* 209 FORMAT(lX,3F9.b»F9,3flX»3F9.6,F9.3»4XfF9.6#5X»F9.6»2Fl4.3) 
16* _.. PI. r 3.14159265358979324D0 
17* TUPI = 2.0D0*PI 
18*. __ NN = N+l 
19* DO 50 I=1»N 
20* RE<I) = ER(I) 
21* 50 IE(I) = -ER(I)*TD(I) 
22* . ER(NN) = 1.0D0 
23* TD(NN) = 0.0Ü0 
24* RE(NN) = 1.0Ü0 
25* IE(NN) = 0.0Ü0 
2b* DD = O.ODO 
27* DO 75 I=lrN 
28* 75 DD = DD+D(I) 
29* DD = TUPI*DD 
30* WL = 29.97925D0/F 
31* AB = (TUPI/WL)/DSQRT(2.0Ü0) 
32* SR = DSQKT<ER(1>**2+<ER<1)*TD(1>)**2J 
33* TP1 = SR-ER(l) 
34* TP2 = SR+ER(1) 
35* IF (TPl) 76»76»77 
36* 76 RG(1) = O.ODO 
37* GO TO 78 
38* 77 RG(l) = AB*DSQRT(TP1) 
39* 78 IG(1) = AB*DSQRT(TP2) 
40* GG = TUPI/WL 
41* TP = (RG(1)-IE(1)*GG)**2+(IG(1)+RE(1)*GG)**2 
42* RRR2 = ((RG(l)+IE(l)*GG)*(RG(l)-IE(l)*GG)+(Iü(l)-RE(l)*GG)*(lG(l)+ 
4,J* 1RE(1)*GG) J/TP 
44* IRR2 = (( I G ( 1 ) - R E ( 1 ) * G G ) * ( R G ( D - I E ( 1 ) * G G ) - ( R G ( 1 ) + I E ( 1 ) * G G ) * ( I G ( 1 ) + 
45* 1RE(1)*GG))/TP 
»•6* DO 84 I = 1»N 
47* II = 1+1 
48* SR = DSQRT(ER(II)**2+(ER(II)*TD(TI))**2) 
49* TP5 = SR-ER(II) 
5ü* TP6 = SR+ER(II) 
51* IF (TP5) 79»79»80 
52* 79 RG(II) = O.ODO 
53* GO TO 81 
54* 60 RG(II) = A8*ÜS0RT(TP5) 
55* 81 IG(II) = A3*üSQRT(TPo) 
56* TPl - (RE(I)*RG(II)-lE(I)*IG(II))-(RE(II)*RG(I)-lE(II)*IG(I)) 
57* TP2 = (RE(I)*RG(II)-lE(I>*IG(Iin+{RE(II)*RG(I)-IE(II)*IG(I)) 
58* TP3 - (IE(I)*RG(II)+RE(I)*IG(II))-(IE(II)*RG(1)+R£(II)*IG(I)) 
59* TP4 = UE(I)*RG(II)+RE(I)*IG(II))+(IE(II)*RG(I)+RE(H)*IG(I)) 
60* TP = TP2**2+TP4**2 
61* ~"'RR2II) = (TP1*TP2 + TP3*TP4)/TP 
62* IR2(I) = (TP3*TP2-TP1*TP4)/TP 
63* 64 CONTINUE 
64* RA2 = 1.0DO-RRR2 5 I -IRR2 6 DO 85 =1»N
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67* RA2 = RA2*(l.0D0-RR2lI))+IA2*lR2(T) 
68* R5 IA2 = IA2*(1.0ü0-RR2(I))-RA2*lR2(I) 
69* TP = RA2**2+IA2**2 
70* RA2 = RA2/TP 
71* IA2 = -IA2/TP 
72* RY1 = DEXP(-ü(l)*Rr,(l) )*0C0S(D(D*IG(1) ) 
73* IY1 = -DEXp(-D(l)*RG(l))*DSIN(Dtl)*IG(D) 
7«+* RY4 = DEXP(0(1)*RG(1) )*OCOS(D(l)*IG(l) ) 
7b* _ IY4 = DEXP(D(l)*RG(l))*OSiN(D(l)*IG(D) 
76* RY2 = -<RRR2*KY4-IRR2*IY4) 
77* IY2 = -<IRR2»RY4+RRR2*IY4) 
78* RY3 = -<RRR2*RY1-IRR2*IY1) 
79* IY3 = -(IRR2*RY1+RRR2*IY1) 
80* DO 105 1=2,MN 
81* IF (I-NN) 95»90»90 
82* 90 RV1 = 1.000 
83* IV1 = 0.0D0 
84* RV2 = -RR2(N) 
85* . . IV2 = -IR2(N) 
86* RV3 = -RR2(M) 
87* IV3 = -IR2(N) 
88* RV4 = l.ODO 
89* IV4 = 0.000 
90* GO TO 100 
91* 95 II = 1-1 
92* RV1 = DEXP(-D(I)*RG(I) )*DCOS(D(D*IG(I) ) 
93* IV1 r -DEXp<-D(I)*RG(I))*DSIN(D(I)*IG(I)) 
94* RV4 = DEXP(D(I)*RG(I)}*DCOS(D(I)*IG(I)) 
95* IV4 = DEXP(D(I)*RG(I))*DSlN(D(I)*IG(I)) 
96* RV2 = -(RR2(II)*RV4-lR2(II)*IV+) 
97* IV2 = -<IR2(II)*RV4 + KK2< iI)*lV<+> 
98* RV3 = -IRK2CIIJ*RV1-IK2(II')*IVD 
99* IV3 = -(IR2fII)*RVl+RR2(II)*IVl) 
00* 100 RQ1 = (RY1*RV1-IY1*IV1)+(RY2*RV3-IY2*IV3) 
Ol* IQ1 = (IY1*RV1+RY1*I\/1) + (IY2*RV3 + RY2*IV3) 
02* R02 = (RY1*RV2-IY1*IV2)+<RY2*RV4-IY2*IV4) 
03* 102 = (IY1*RV2+RY1*IV2)+(IY2*RV*+RY2*IV4) 
04* RQ3 = (RY3*RV1-IY3*IV1)+(RY4*RV3-IY4*IV3) 
05* IQ3 = <IY3*RVH-RY3*IV1)+<IY4*RV3+RY4*IV3) 
06* RQ4 = <RY3*RV2-IY3*IV2)+<RY4*RV4-IY4*IV4) 
07* IQ4 r (IY3*RV2+RY3*IV2)+(IY4*RV4+RY4*IV4) 
08* RY1 = RQ1 
09* IY1 = 101 
10* RY2 = RQ2 
11* IY2 = IQ2 
12* RY3 = RQ3 
13* IY3 = IQ3 
14* RY4 r RG4 
15* 105 IY4 = IG4 
16* TP = RY4**2+IY4**2 
17* RRC2 = -(RY3*RY4+IY3*IY4)/TP 
18* IRC2 = -(IY3*RY4-RY3*IY4)/TP 
19* RC2M = DSQRT(RRC2**2+IRC2**2) 
20* RTN2 = (RY1*(RY2*RRC2-IY2*IPC2))*RA2-(IY1+(IY2*RRC2+RY2*IRC2)>*IA2 
21* ITN2 ••= (IYl+(IY2*RRC2+RY2*IRC2) )*RA2+(RY1 + (RY2*RRC2-IY2*IKC2) )*IA2 
22* TN2M = DSQRTlRTN2**2+lTN2**2) 
23* RC2M2 = RC2M*RC2M 
24* TN2M2 = TN2M*TN2M 
25* RTD = 180.0D0/PI 
2 6 * I F <RRC2> 1 1 5 r H 6 » l l 7 
L27* 115 PR2 = RTD*(PI+DATAN(IRC2/RRC2)) 
L2ö* GO TO 116 
L29* 116 PR2 = DSIGN(RTD*(PI/2.0D0)tlRc2) 
L30* GO TO 118 
L 3 1 * 117 PR2 = RTD*DMQ0<<TUPH-DATAN(lRc2/PRC2)>#TUPl) 
L32* 118 CONTINUE 
L33* IF (RTN2) 125fl26»127 
L3H* ......125 XX2 = RTÜ*(PI+DATAN(ITN2/RTN2) ) 
L35* GO TO 128 
L36* 126 XX2 = USIGN(RTD*(PI/2.0D0),ITN2) 
L37* GO TO 128 
L38* 127 XX2 = RTD*DMOU((TUPI+DATAN(ITN2/RTN2))tTUPl) 
L39* 128 CONTINUE 
HO* APD2 = -(RTD*(DD/WL) + XX2) 
LH* ATN2M = SNGLITN2M) 
L12* AXX2 = SNGL(XX2) 
113* ARC2M = SNGURC2M) 
L l l * APR2 = SNGL(PR2> 
L**5* ATN2M2 = SNGLITN2M2) 
L<*6* ARC2M2 = SNGHRC2M2) 
L17* AAPD2 = SNGUAPD2) 
L18* ARTN2 = SNGLIRTN2) 
L19* AITN2 = SNGHITN2) 
L5u* ARRC2 = SNGL.IRRC2) 
L 5 1 * AIRC2 = SNGHIRC2) 
152* I F (ABS<AAPD2) .GT .360 . ) GO TO 129 
L53* CPD = 360.+AAPD2 
L5l* GO TO 130 
^55* 129 CPD = 720.+AAPD2 
L56* 130 CONTINUE 
157* RETURN 
L58* END 
LAYER 1 LAYER 2 LAYER 
1.2000 6i.ooon 1.2000 
• 005Ü .3000 .0050 
.10500 .59000 .10500 
RELATIVE DIELECTRJC CONSTANT: 
LOSS TANGENT: 
THICKNESS IN INCHES5 
PERCENT OF INCIDENT POWER REFL_ECTED= 67.27878 
PERCENT OF INCIDENT POWER TRANSMITTED= 8.51861 




Statistical analysis of data shown in Table 3 and Figure 19, 
including Linear Regression with Means, RMS Values, Variances, Correla-
tion Coefficient and t-Distribution. 
The linear regression fits a curve of the form Y = mX + b where 
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Standard Dev ia t i on . This i s a measure of the spread or d i s p e r s i o n of the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of d a t a . 
ay = 7 Y 2 - (Y)2 
,=• 1.01635 - 1.00385 
ay = 0.1118 
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aX = J X 2 - (X)2 
= 15819.231 - 8100 
oX = 87.8591 
Linear Regression. This is a calculation of an equation of the straight 
line of best fit of a set of data. It is determined by minimizing the 
sum of the Squares of the deviations of the data points from the line. 
It determines an estimating equation Y = mX + b where ra, the slope, 
indicates by its sign the direction of the slope (and whether the corre-
lation is positive or negative) and by its value the amount of change in 
the Y series for each unit change in the X series. b is the Y intercept, 
the value where the estimating equation intersects the Y axis when X is 
zero. 
Slope 
S(X1 - X)(Y. - Y) 
m 
2(X. - X ) 2 
XY - X Y 
(CTX)2 
_ 92.237 - 90.173 
(87.8591)2 
m = 0.000267 
Y Intercept 
b = Y - mX 
= 1.001923 - (0.000267)(90.0) 
b = 0.97786 
Correlation Coefficient. This determines the degree of association 
between variables (both positive and negative) with zero indicating no 
association and ± 1 indicating perfect correlation. 
S(X. - X)(Yi - Y) 
JZ(X± - X)
2 £<Y. - Y) 2 
NDCY - XX£Y  





r = 0.2102 
t-Distribution. This provides a measure of the signifcance of difference 
between the means and an estimated means, and approaches the normal curve 
when the degrees of freedom approaches 20. Statistically, it casts much 
or little doubt on a hypothesis. Using a t-distribution to examine the 
data, one can compare the mean relative values of the irradiated samples 
to the normalized value of the controls and determine if there is a 
significant change. 
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/0.3247 0.0025 
1,UV 25.0 " 650.0 
6 = 0.113948 . 
To estimate the Standard error of X: 
ä - CT 
CTX " N 
0.113948 
26.0 
S- = 0.022347 
Using the er- and values from a "t" table for percentage points, 
the 95 percent confidence limits are determined. 
X = 1.00192 ±0.02347 (2.056) 
X = 1.00192 ± 0.04595 
Thus for 95 percent confidence limits X has the ränge of 0.95597 
to 1.04787 which encompasses the normalized control value of 1.00. 
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